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Leaders Eat Last - Simon Sinek 2014-01-07
The New York Times bestseller by the acclaimed, bestselling author of
Start With Why and Together is Better. Now with an expanded chapter
and appendix on leading millennials, based on Simon Sinek's viral video
"Millenials in the workplace" (150+ million views). Imagine a world
where almost everyone wakes up inspired to go to work, feels trusted
and valued during the day, then returns home feeling fulfilled. This is not
a crazy, idealized notion. Today, in many successful organizations, great
leaders create environments in which people naturally work together to
do remarkable things. In his work with organizations around the world,
Simon Sinek noticed that some teams trust each other so deeply that
they would literally put their lives on the line for each other. Other
teams, no matter what incentives are offered, are doomed to infighting,
fragmentation and failure. Why? The answer became clear during a
conversation with a Marine Corps general. "Officers eat last," he said.
Sinek watched as the most junior Marines ate first while the most senior
Marines took their place at the back of the line. What's symbolic in the
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chow hall is deadly serious on the battlefield: Great leaders sacrifice
their own comfort--even their own survival--for the good of those in their
care. Too many workplaces are driven by cynicism, paranoia, and selfinterest. But the best ones foster trust and cooperation because their
leaders build what Sinek calls a "Circle of Safety" that separates the
security inside the team from the challenges outside. Sinek illustrates his
ideas with fascinating true stories that range from the military to big
business, from government to investment banking.
My Life in Leadership - Frances Hesselbein 2011-01-06
In a clear and compelling voice, Frances Hesselbein delivers key
leadership lessons. Tracing her own development as a leader, she
narrates the critical moments that shaped her personally and
professionally: from her childhood in Pennsylvania, to moving up from
Girl Scout troop leader to Girl Scout CEO, to founding and leading the
Leader to Leader Institute, to her friendships and experiences with some
of the greatest leaders and thinkers of our time. Each chapter includes
an inspirational story, a key lesson and how to apply it to daily life.
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WAR ROOM to BOARDROOM - Patrick O'Farrell 2020-12-07
War room to Board room is a well-organized collection containing over
50 leadership techniques used by West Pointers who developed their
leadership skills as top officers in the military and now apply these same
techniques in business. Now as Chairman’s and CEOs, Medical Executive
Doctors, Business Executives, Inventors and Founders of Companies
built on Innovation, Combat Aviators, and current senior public
executives offer their leadership lessons that helped them along the way.
Each lesson told as a story when they learned it, then captured again at
the end of the chapter with all lessons summarized at the end of the book
for easy reference. A useful leader handbook to keep nearby on every
business leader’s desk. “Very useful for leaders in any environment:
business, military, church group efforts, sports, volunteer projects... Any
place there is a group to be led, universal lessons that apply from war
room to boardroom.” (Alex Gorsky, Chairman and Chief Executive
Officer, Johnson & Johnson, West Point–Warrior Class) “Several war
room to boardroom leadership examples included—a great read.” (Mike
Durant, President and Founder, Pinnacle Solutions Inc., Author of In the
Company of Heroes, Combat Aviator—Black Hawk Down) “Excellent
Leadership Lessons inside. War Room to Boardroom gets my vote!”
(Delvin Sullivan, Entrepreneur and Philanthropist, Author, of The
Wealthy Child, Iraqi Freedom Veteran [2X]) “O’Farrell and Hegarty offer
many hands-on tips to use when leading organizations to victory. Well
done!” (Nick Logan, Founder and Chairman of Cornerstone Payment
Systems, Author and Screenwriter, Owner, College Hula Bowl)
George Washington's Leadership Lessons - James Rees 2011-01-06
From James Rees, Executive Director of Mount Vernon, comes
anenlightening guide to the leadership wisdom of America's first great
leader. George Washington was more than just an inspiring battlefield
commander; he was critical to the founding and success of the United
States ofAmerica. His leadership, his vision, and his courage united a
war-torncountry and set the United States on the path to greatness.
Washington's historic contribution to this nation--his leadership and his
character--are as relevant and valuable today as they have ever been.
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This book reveals Washington's character, his leadership, his vision, and
most surprising of all, his business skills and acumen. Most people aren't
awarethat Washington, while all of the above, was also a successful
businessman and visionary entrepreneur. Exhibiting qualities sorely
lacking in so many of our political and business leaders today,
Washington remained steadfastly honest and ethical,following guiding
principles that would benefit leaders around the world. George
Washington's Leadership Lessons reveals a man of true character,worthy
of emulation not just in the realm of politics and war, but in allleadership
positions.
Extreme Ownership - Jocko Willink 2017-11-21
An updated edition of the blockbuster bestselling leadership book that
took America and the world by storm, two U.S. Navy SEAL officers who
led the most highly decorated special operations unit of the Iraq War
demonstrate how to apply powerful leadership principles from the
battlefield to business and life. Sent to the most violent battlefield in
Iraq, Jocko Willink and Leif Babin’s SEAL task unit faced a seemingly
impossible mission: help U.S. forces secure Ramadi, a city deemed “all
but lost.” In gripping firsthand accounts of heroism, tragic loss, and
hard-won victories in SEAL Team Three’s Task Unit Bruiser, they learned
that leadership—at every level—is the most important factor in whether a
team succeeds or fails. Willink and Babin returned home from
deployment and instituted SEAL leadership training that helped forge
the next generation of SEAL leaders. After departing the SEAL Teams,
they launched Echelon Front, a company that teaches these same
leadership principles to businesses and organizations. From promising
startups to Fortune 500 companies, Babin and Willink have helped scores
of clients across a broad range of industries build their own highperformance teams and dominate their battlefields. Now, detailing the
mind-set and principles that enable SEAL units to accomplish the most
difficult missions in combat, Extreme Ownership shows how to apply
them to any team, family or organization. Each chapter focuses on a
specific topic such as Cover and Move, Decentralized Command, and
Leading Up the Chain, explaining what they are, why they are important,
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and how to implement them in any leadership environment. A compelling
narrative with powerful instruction and direct application, Extreme
Ownership revolutionizes business management and challenges leaders
everywhere to fulfill their ultimate purpose: lead and win.
Tacit Knowledge in Professional Practice - Robert J. Sternberg
1999-02
"When professionals reflect on their work, they often speak of "learning
by doing" or of using professional "instinct" or "intuition." Social and
behavioral scientists characterize these phenomena as "implicit learning"
and using "tacit knowledge." This volume explores learning and
professional practice in several interestingly different disciplines from
the perspectives of both the insiders who populate these workplaces and
the social scientists who are interested in their work for more theoretical
reasons. The book thus includes not only critical workplace experiences
but also an understanding of the psychological mechanisms that underlie
learning from experience in professional disciplines. It will be valuable to
theoretical and applied psychologists, particularly those interested in
professional education and training."--Jacket.
The Daily Stoic - Ryan Holiday 2016-10-18
From the team that brought you The Obstacle Is the Way and Ego Is the
Enemy, a beautiful daily devotional of Stoic meditations—an instant Wall
Street Journal and USA Today Bestseller. Why have history's greatest
minds—from George Washington to Frederick the Great to Ralph Waldo
Emerson, along with today's top performers from Super Bowl-winning
football coaches to CEOs and celebrities—embraced the wisdom of the
ancient Stoics? Because they realize that the most valuable wisdom is
timeless and that philosophy is for living a better life, not a classroom
exercise. The Daily Stoic offers 366 days of Stoic insights and exercises,
featuring all-new translations from the Emperor Marcus Aurelius, the
playwright Seneca, or slave-turned-philosopher Epictetus, as well as
lesser-known luminaries like Zeno, Cleanthes, and Musonius Rufus.
Every day of the year you'll find one of their pithy, powerful quotations,
as well as historical anecdotes, provocative commentary, and a helpful
glossary of Greek terms. By following these teachings over the course of
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a year (and, indeed, for years to come) you'll find the serenity, selfknowledge, and resilience you need to live well.
Echelon Front - Jocko Willink 2021-08-31
Lincoln On Leadership - Donald Thomas Phillips 2009
Leadership Secrets of Attila the Hun - Wess Roberts 2007-10-15
Explains how the legendary military commander's principles of
leadership can be applied to contemporary business situations in the
'90s.
You Can't Lead With Your Feet On the Desk - Ed Fuller 2011-01-20
Personal relationships are the real bedrock of long-term success in any
business and any industry. But in today's global economy, forging bonds
across cultural divides requires a heightened level of sensitivity. In You
Can't Lead with Your Feet on the Desk, the leader of Marriott
International Lodging, Ed Fuller, delivers real-world advice on how to
connect with, manage, and do business with people in any culture,
including employees, suppliers, and customers who often have roots in
other cultures. Fuller, who grew Marriott's international business from
sixteen hotels in six countries to 400 properties in seventy countries,
explains how to navigate cultural nuances and language differences,
unfamiliar geography, and frustrating bureaucracy. Building trust,
shared values, and commitment to a business partnership is harder in
cross-cultural situations, but it can and must be done if you want to be
successful in today's world. No matter the country or community,
relationships are the currency of every culture. Fuller explains how to
build these relationships, how to discover the other person's interests
and needs—and why you have to get your feet off the desk, cross the
cultural borders, and go meet them in the context in which they're most
comfortable. Fuller prepares you for this journey with guiding principles
for avoiding missteps and for creating lasting connections crucial to
every business leader: Build relationships through mutual respect Earn
trust quickly by delivering during a crisis Understand how verbal and
nonverbal cues can make or break a deal Lead from the front and be
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willing to give yourself the tough jobs Learn the local customs and
history in order to create positive relationships Your skills at forming and
maintaining close ties with associates and partners give you the
competitive advantage. So, ditch the desk, and learn how to overcome
differences in today's multicultural business environment. "This is a
must-read! Every American needs to know how to work with others in
this multicultural society. The diversity of the American business
community has expanded over the past decades. As a leader you need to
know how to manage and interact in our multi-cultural business
environment. Ed Fuller has given you the guideposts, the pitfalls have
been identified, and the opportunities are yours. This is an essential read
for all leaders and one that I highly recommend." —JAMES STAMAS
Founding Dean, School of Hospitality Administration, Boston University
Battle Tested! - Jeffrey D. McCausland 2020-09-01
In order to be a truly effective leader, it is necessary to learn as much as
possible from the examples of history—the disasters as well as the
triumphs. At Gettysburg, Union and Confederate commanders faced a
series of critical leadership challenges under the enormous stress of
combat. The fate of the nation hung in the balance. These leaders each
responded in different ways, but the concepts and principles they applied
during those traumatic three days contain critical lessons for today’s
leaders that are both useful and applicable—whether those leaders
manage operations at a large corporation, supervise a public institution,
lead an athletic team, or govern a state or municipality. In the twentyfirst century, leadership is the indispensable quantity that separates
successful organizations from failures. Successful leaders communicate
vision, motivate team members, and inspire trust. One must move both
people and the collective organization into the future while, at the same
time, dealing with the past. A leader must learn to master the dynamic
requirements of decision-making and change.
7 Leadership Lessons of D-Day - John Antal 2017-08-19
“Drawing universal truths from urgent battlefield crises, the author
provides a terrific guide and training tool for leaders at all levels” (Ralph
Peters, New York Times–bestselling author). The odds were against the
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Allies on June 6, 1944. The task ahead of the paratroopers who jumped
over Normandy and the soldiers who waded ashore onto the beaches, all
under fire, was colossal. In such circumstances, good leadership can be
the deciding factor of victory or defeat. This book is about the
extraordinary leadership of seven men who led American soldiers on DDay and the days that followed. Some of them, like Eisenhower,
Theodore Roosevelt Jr., and Lt. Dick Winters, are well known, while
others are barely a footnote in the history books. This book is not a full
history of D-Day, nor does it cover the heroic leadership shown by men in
the armies of the Allies or members of the French Resistance, who also
participated in the Normandy assault and battles for the lodgment areas.
It is, however, a primer on how you can lead today, no matter what your
occupation or role in life, by learning from the leadership of these seven
figures. A critical task for every leader is to understand what leadership
is. Socrates once said that you cannot understand something unless you
can first define it in your own words. This book provides the reader with
the means to define leadership by telling seven dramatic, immersive, and
memorable stories that the reader will never forget. “Nobody tells a story
better than John Antal and nobody knows better how to root out the
lessons of history.” —James Jay Carafano, author of Wiki at War
Sacred Ground - Jeff Appelquist 2014-07-18
In Sacred Ground, Jeff Appelquist takes us on an amazing journey of
exploration and discovery to the Gettysburg and Little Bighorn
battlefields. By studying these momentous events through the lens of
individual leadership and team dynamics, we see that the stories from
history are fascinating, the parallels to today are memorable, and the
principles of leadership enduring. History at its best is one unending,
frequently unforgettable story about people who lived and breathed, and
sometimes accomplished extraordinary things under great duress. While
not everyone loves history, everyone loves a great story. And stories from
the past still have power to inform our lives in the present. Sacred
Ground is storytelling at its best, and will forever change the way you
think, lead, and do business.
Leading the Charge - Tony Zinni 2009-08-04
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"What's happened to our leaders and to our leadership?" Based on
General Zinni's leadership experiences from the battlefield to the
boardroom, Leading the Charge shows a new way through the significant
leadership challenges of the 21st century. The times are changing at an
ever-increasing velocity. Old systems, organizations, and ways of
operating no longer work in our dynamic, complex and increasingly
unstable new environment. Out of this chaos and confusion, a new and
different leader must emerge. Old systems and methods will no longer
work. Leading the Charge is a visionary leadership book that examines
the trends that have reshaped our world and the ways in which visionary
leaders and organizations can effectively respond. Tomorrow's successful
leaders--in all fields, including the military, academia, politics, and
business--must know how to create, operate, and thrive in very fluid,
flattened, and integrated structures that are remarkably different from
the traditional organizations we are used to seeing. They will have to
manage rapidly changing technology and flows of information, and
create faster and more far-reaching spans of control. Leading the Charge
shows the way, and is an incisive and compelling guide to the new world
of leadership, one that will prove indispensable for years to come.
Organized around "Leading a New World," a revolutionary leadership
course General Zinni developed and taught at the Terry Sanford Institute
of Public Policy at Duke University, Leading the Charge makes a
convincing case that leaders must . . . - change with the times to be
relevant. - be ready for crisis mode at any given time. - have a moral
compass and the ability to steer the company in the right direction. - be
forward thinking, not reactive, to provide innovation and creativity. develop great leaders.
Understanding Leadership - W. C. H. Prentice 1961
It Worked for Me - Colin Powell 2012-05-22
New York Times Bestselling Author Colin Powell, one of America’s most
admired public figures, reveals the unique lessons that shaped his life
and career It Worked for Me is a collection of lessons and personal
anecdotes that shaped four star-general and former Secretary of State
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Colin Powell’s legendary career in public service. At its heart are
Powell’s “Thirteen Rules,”—notes he accumulated on his desk that
served as the basis for the leadership presentations he delivered
throughout the world. Powell’s short-but-sweet rules such as “Get mad,
then get over it” and “Share credit,” are illuminated by revealing
personal stories that introduce and expand on his principles for effective
leadership: conviction, hard work, and above all, respect for others. In
work and life, Powell writes, “It is the human gesture that counts.” A
compelling storyteller, Powell shares parables both humorous and
solemn that offer wise advice on succeeding in the workplace and
beyond. “Trust your people,” he councils as he delegates presidential
briefing responsibilities to two junior aides. “Do your best--someone is
watching,” he advises those just starting out, recalling his own teenage
summer job shipping cases of soda. Powell combines the insight he
gained serving in the top ranks of the military and in four presidential
administrations, as well as the lessons learned from his hardscrabble
upbringing in the Bronx and his training in the ROTC. The result is a
powerful portrait of a leader who was reflective, self-effacing, and
grateful for the contributions of every employee, no matter how junior.
Powell’s writing--straightforward, accessible, and often very funny--will
inspire, move, and surprise readers. Thoughtful and revealing, his book
is a brilliant and original blueprint for leadership.
The Centurion Principles - Jeff O'Leary 2007-01-18
The Centurion Principles approaches leadership in a fresh and
compelling way for leaders at all levels of responsibility. Rather than
long lists of principles and ideas with explanations, this book teaches
leadership concepts through captivating models, revealing the "hows"
and "whys" of leaders making decisions during their most difficult hours.
This approach of placing readers in the shoes of decision makers
provides a realistic and gripping application of leadership principles. The
book is designed to motivate a reader into becoming the kind of leader
that will leave a stirring legacy-a Centurion Leader. New York Times
bestselling author Colonel Jeff O'Leary (ret.) illuminates the defining
moments of great leaders, including Julius Caesar, Joan of Arc, and
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Abraham Lincoln.
Nomination of Alexander G. Garza - United States. Congress. Senate.
Committee on Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs 2010
Leadership in Action - John Cantwell 2015-08-03
Leadership is about emotions, it is about trust, it is about being
authentic. John Cantwell knows this from his almost forty years of
leading men and women in peace and war, through successes and in
tough times as he rose through the ranks from private to general in the
Australian Army. Filled with specific guidance and tips for leaders,
Leadership in Action takes the reader on a journey through the essential
skills that great leaders use to build loyalty, teamwork, decisiveness and
dozens of other vital outcomes. Written in Cantwell's engaging style,
Leadership in Action reveals a framework of highly effective leadership
techniques that work in any situation.
Capturing Good Stress on the Leadership Battlefield - Steven C. German,
PhD 2016-07-25
How to remain fresh, focused, creative, productive, and healthy in the
face of enormous stress is an important challenge facing leaders within
the modern organization, regardless of the organization or the level of
leadership. Providing a way to successfully address this challenge is the
primary goal of this book. The book recognizes that stress can actually
be a positive force for enhancing performance if it is managed
effectively, offering an optimistic message for leaders facing ongoing
pressures in their work. What Dr. German does in his book is to offer
knowledge and practical strategies, based on solid research, to help
leaders better manage the distress, or negative stress, inherent in their
role. In addition, the book provides tools to develop a personal resiliency
enhancement plan to allow leaders better access to the wave of positive
energy that comes from experiencing good stress, also called eustress.
The information offered in the book is creatively presented as part of a
training program involving leaders, making the material an intriguing
read as well as an invitation to be part of the learning process shared by
others serving in the leadership role.
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Air Defense Artillery - 1989
It's Personal, Not Personnel - Rob Campbell 2017-10-18
There has never been a more important time -- in corporate America and
in the American military -- for leaders, at all levels, to understand how to
invest in people. This book teaches you to do just that. Written by a 27year Army Colonel, veteran and leader of more than 5,000 troops in the
1st Brigade of the 101st Airborne Division, It's Personal, Not Personnel:
Leadership Lessons for the Battlefield and the Boardroom offers true
stories and practical frameworks you can apply to the people in your
organization and on your team. Whether from lack of will, experience or
training, many leaders pay lip service to investing in people. Instead,
they manage them on spreadsheets and in HR-focused software
applications without personal consideration, failing to truly know them,
care for them or establish healthy, fulfilling environments in which they
can work and serve. Leaders focus on task completion, blind to the true
effect it has on a person and his or her family. Those appointed to guide
and delegate -- in business and in the armed forces -- often miss the
opportunity to create a people-centric environment where productivity
and efficiency will improve. It's less about making mechanics, IT
managers or soldiers better at their trade, and it's more about making
people better people. Explore the intricacies of personal connection in
the workplace by following Rob Campbell through his own experiences
leading large teams in high-stakes work, and then learn to apply those
insights to your own work as a leader. It's all too easy for leaders to
misplace their primary focus on customers and investors, and even on
their own over-committed schedules, when the most important thing they
could be doing is investing in their people. By understanding that
leadership is personal, you will begin to understand that all workplace
challenges -- productivity issues, efficiency issues, turnover problems,
lack of employee engagement -- all come down to whether employees are
being acknowledged, valued and understood. Through his own
applications of people-first processes, Rob Campbell will instruct you in
how to reinforce your team, identify weaknesses to be strengthened and
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expand your definition of conscious leadership. If you are a leader in any
capacity, whether in the boardroom or on the battlefield, this book will
teach you to embrace the soul of powerful leadership: guiding and
empowering people to enable every teammate to play to their greatest
strengths and aptitudes. It's time to understand what makes your people
tick, and to lead them in new and better ways.
Earning It - Joann S. Lublin 2016-10-18
More than fifty trailblazing executive women who broke the corporate
glass ceiling offer inspiring and surprising insights and lessons in this
essential, in-the-trenches career guide from Joann S. Lublin, a PulitzerPrize winning journalist and management news editor for The Wall
Street Journal. Among the first female reporters at The Wall Street
Journal, Joann S. Lublin faced a number of uphill battles in her career.
She became deputy bureau chief of the Journal’s important London
bureau, its first run by women. Now, she and dozens of other women
who successfully navigated the corporate battlefield share their valuable
leadership lessons. Lublin combines her fascinating story with insightful
tales from more than fifty women who reached the highest rungs of the
corporate ladder—most of whom became chief executives of public
companies —in industries as diverse as retailing, manufacturing, finance,
high technology, publishing, advertising, automobiles, and
pharmaceuticals. Leaders like Carly Fiorina, former CEO of HewlettPackard, as well as Mary Barra, CEO of General Motors, and Brenda
Barnes, former CEO of Sara Lee, were the first women to run their huge
employers. Earning It reveals obstacles such women faced as they fought
to make their mark, choices they made, and battles they won—and lost.
Lublin chronicles the major milestones and dilemmas of the work world
unique to women, providing candid advice and practical inspiration for
women of all ages and at every stage of their careers. The extraordinary
women we meet in the pages of Earning It and the hard-won lessons they
share provide a compelling career compass that will help all women
reach their highest potential without losing a meaningful personal life.
The Courage to Take Command: Leadership Lessons from a
Military Trailblazer - Jill Morgenthaler 2014-11-07
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POWERFUL LEADERSHIP LESSONS FROM A TRAILBLAZING FEMALE
COLONEL IN THE U.S. ARMY When Jill Morgenthaler arrived at boot
camp in 1975 as part of the inaugural class of women in the Army, she
was one of 83 female cadets . . . on a base of 50,000 men. So she knows a
thing or two about conquering obstacles. In The Courage to Take
Command, Colonel Morgenthaler provides invaluable leadership lessons
drawn from her three decades of military service--from her first days in
ROTC to combat in some of the world's most dangerous war zones.
Ironically, the military taught her that leadership isn’t about "command
and control." Rather, it requires a fine balance of reason and emotion,
distance and familiarity, hard and soft power. Learn how to lead your
team to success by: Being true to your vision--but being open to new
ideas Tackling obstacles head-on--but using finesse to arrive at solutions
Focusing on the mission--while protecting your people Projecting strong
leadership presence--but serving every member of your team, especially
the weakest and most vulnerable Maintaining team spirit--but refusing to
tolerate mediocrity Accepting and embracing your fears--but never
letting them control you Always having a plan--but also trusting your gut
Expressing a healthy self-confidence--with a side of humility It took both
a spine of steel and a smart sense of people for Morgenthaler to get
where she did. Now she draws on the wisdom garnered from her
experience to help you develop an authentic brand of leadership and
succeed at all levels of any organization. The Courage to Take Command
provides the strategies and tactics you need to follow through with your
leadership vision, inspire your team, and execute your mission—even
when the odds may seem overwhelming. HARD-EARNED LESSIONS
FROM THE FRONT LINES OF LEADERSHIP "Colonel Morgenthaler has
devoted her life to helping others be all they can be. In this book, she
shares her lessons learned and offers deeply wise advice for effective
leadership at any level." -- Congresswoman and Lieutenant Colonel
Tammy Duckworth "With honesty and humor, Colonel Morgenthaler
shares secrets to inclusive leadership, proving that the best leaders leave
no one behind. A book for both women and men who face the challenge
of being in the minority, whatever that may represent, while leading
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others." -- Pat Harris, global chief diversity officer of McDonald's
Corporation and author of None of Us Is as Good as All of Us "Colonel
Morgenthaler's journey in facing fears, obstacles, and Saddam Hussein is
a wonderful roadmap for anyone striving to lead. The Courage to Take
Command cuts straight to the chase on what you need to do to make the
most of the leadership opportunities that come your way." -- Lieutenant
General Claudia Kennedy, U.S. Army (ret.) "An indispensable primer that
clearly shows leaders and anyone who aspires to lead, particularly those
belonging to any minority group, how to turn obstacles into
opportunities." -- Lori L. Parker, president of American Steelworks, Inc.
Lessons from the Navy - Mark Brouker 2020-11-23
Drawing from his experience as an award-winning global leadership
speaker, US Navy Captain, Commanding Officer, university professor,
and executive coach, Mark Brouker reveals the leadership tactics that
have transformed company cultures and generated success—from the
boardroom to the battlefield—by focusing on the single pillar of
leadership that is most often overlooked: trust. Through step-by-step
guidance, easy-to-use leadership techniques, and the lessons of his
military experience, he empowers readers to actively build trust with
their subordinates—enabling them to boost morale, enhance
productivity, and strive for success. Lessons from the Navy: How to Earn
Trust, Lead Teams, and Achieve Organizational Excellence is for leaders
who want to do better, who want their staff and colleagues to do better,
and who want to win the trust and dedication of the people at all levels of
their organization. Whether new to the leadership arena or a seasoned
leader with years of experience in the arena, whether leading a
corporate team, a military team or a sports team, all readers of this work
will benefit from the leadership strategies it espouses. Here you will
learn how to make these strategies your own..
The Attitude of Leadership - Keith Harrell 2003-11-03
In this enlightening guide, renowned leadership coach Keith Harrell
highlights the twenty-one principles that make up what he calls "The
Attitude of Leadership," and profiles twenty-one successful business
leaders who exemplify those principles. The Attitude of Leadership holds
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up a mirror to let you see your own leadership skills; offers inspired
advice from other leaders on what works and what doesn't; and helps you
improve your ability to positively influence others. Use it to develop your
skills as a leader and discover a whole new world of professional and
personal fulfillment.
The Dichotomy of Leadership - Jocko Willink 2018-09-25
THE INSTANT #1 NATIONAL BESTSELLER From the #1 New York
Times bestselling authors of Extreme Ownership comes a new and
revolutionary approach to help leaders recognize and attain the
leadership balance crucial to victory. With their first book, Extreme
Ownership (published in October 2015), Jocko Willink and Leif Babin set
a new standard for leadership, challenging readers to become better
leaders, better followers, and better people, in both their professional
and personal lives. Now, in THE DICHOTOMY OF LEADERSHIP, Jocko
and Leif dive even deeper into the unchartered and complex waters of a
concept first introduced in Extreme Ownership: finding balance between
the opposing forces that pull every leader in different directions. Here,
Willink and Babin get granular into the nuances that every successful
leader must navigate. Mastering the Dichotomy of Leadership requires
understanding when to lead and when to follow; when to aggressively
maneuver and when to pause and let things develop; when to detach and
let the team run and when to dive into the details and micromanage. In
addition, every leader must: · Take Extreme Ownership of everything
that impacts their mission, yet utilize Decentralize Command by giving
ownership to their team. · Care deeply about their people and their
individual success and livelihoods, yet look out for the good of the overall
team and above all accomplish the strategic mission. · Exhibit the most
important quality in a leader—humility, but also be willing to speak up
and push back against questionable decisions that could hurt the team
and the mission. With examples from the authors’ combat and training
experiences in the SEAL teams, and then a demonstration of how each
lesson applies to the business world, Willink and Babin clearly explain
THE DICHOTOMY OF LEADERSHIP—skills that are mission-critical for
any leader and any team to achieve their ultimate goal: VICTORY.
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Take Command! - Tom Wheeler 2001
A business veteran organizes the command strategies and battle
decisions of the Civil War into nine lessons for today's managers and
CEOs.
A Cup of My Coffee - Scott H. Dearduff 2013-02-24
The author, retired after 29 years of active duty in the U.S. Air Force,
uses lessons he has learned from personal experience to help anyone
who is interested in becoming a leader.
Breaching the Summit - Kenneth O. Preston 2020-05-26
This unique anthology collects personal stories and leadership lessons
from six highly-ranked officers across all branches of service. In
Breaching the Summit, six senior enlisted advisors to the joint chiefs of
staff share their stories, experiences, and lessons learned from a lifetime
of military service. In their own words, each tells how they got their
start, how mentors encouraged them along the way, and how they
eventually became the highest-ranking enlisted member in their
respective services. Their personal stories illustrate battle-tested
principles of successful leadership that are applicable in all walks of life.
The authors include Ken Preston, 13th Sergeant Major of the Army
(retired); Mike Barrett, 17th Sergeant Major of the Marine Corps
(retired); Rick West, 12th Master Chief Petty Officer of the Navy
(retired); James Roy, 16th Chief Master Sergeant of the Air Force
(retired); Denise Jelinski-Hall, Senior Enlisted Advisor to the National
Guard Bureau (retired); and Skip Bowen, 10th Master Chief Petty Officer
of the Coast Guard (retired). “Books on leadership are many, but none
are as practical, clear, and proven as Breaching the Summit.” —Adm.
Gary Roughead, US Navy (retired)
7 Leadership Lessons of the American Revolution - John Antal
2013-09-27
“A leadership book written by a real leader! . . . eminently useful for
those ‘in command’ of organizations of any kind. A stimulating five-star
work” (Ralph Peters, New York Times–bestselling author). This book tells
the dramatic story of seven defining leadership moments from the
American Revolution, as well as providing case studies that can improve
my-battlefield-your-office-leadership-lessons-from-the-front-lines

your leadership at home, business, in your community, in the military, or
in government. Leadership is not about position, it is about influence.
You can be a leader no matter what your rank or position. It is not about
power, it is about selflessness. You cannot be a good leader unless you
can also be a good follower. Good leaders don’t shine, they reflect.
Lessons like these are the core of this book. The stories in this book are
about leaders who were challenged at all corners, adapted, improvised
and overcame. The tales of leaders like Samuel Adams, Patrick Henry,
Henry Knox, Benjamin Franklin, and George Washington, to name a few,
are stories you will want to know and tell. These leaders knew how to
push teams to succeed under the toughest conditions. These stories will
come alive on the pages of this book to fuel your leadership fire and
make you a better leader in any endeavor. Learn how they secured our
liberty so you can transform today into a better tomorrow. “John Antal
has captured seven timeless stories that will raise your leadership
awareness and make you a better leader in peace or war, at home, at
work or in your community.” —Steven Pressfield, bestselling author of 36
Righteous Men
The Courage to Take Command: Leadership Lessons from a Military
Trailblazer - Jill Morgenthaler 2014-11-03
POWERFUL LEADERSHIP LESSONS FROM A TRAILBLAZING FEMALE
COLONEL IN THE U.S. ARMY When Jill Morgenthaler arrived at boot
camp in 1975 as part of the inaugural class of women in the Army, she
was one of 83 female cadets . . . on a base of 50,000 men. So she knows a
thing or two about conquering obstacles. In The Courage to Take
Command, Colonel Morgenthaler provides invaluable leadership lessons
drawn from her three decades of military service--from her first days in
ROTC to combat in some of the world's most dangerous war zones.
Ironically, the military taught her that leadership isn’t about "command
and control." Rather, it requires a fine balance of reason and emotion,
distance and familiarity, hard and soft power. Learn how to lead your
team to success by: Being true to your vision--but being open to new
ideas Tackling obstacles head-on--but using finesse to arrive at solutions
Focusing on the mission--while protecting your people Projecting strong
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leadership presence--but serving every member of your team, especially
the weakest and most vulnerable Maintaining team spirit--but refusing to
tolerate mediocrity Accepting and embracing your fears--but never
letting them control you Always having a plan--but also trusting your gut
Expressing a healthy self-confidence--with a side of humility It took both
a spine of steel and a smart sense of people for Morgenthaler to get
where she did. Now she draws on the wisdom garnered from her
experience to help you develop an authentic brand of leadership and
succeed at all levels of any organization. The Courage to Take Command
provides the strategies and tactics you need to follow through with your
leadership vision, inspire your team, and execute your mission—even
when the odds may seem overwhelming.
My Battlefield, Your Office - Justin Constantine 2015-12-06
Battlefield to Business - Joseph Medina 2021-09-14
How can you improve your leadership skills? What ethical dilemmas may
you face as a manager and what approach should you take to confront
them? What can you do to become a leader of your people will respect
and trust them to lead them in a crisis? These are questions that so many
business leaders ask themselves today. And they're the very same
questions that Joseph Medina faced during his time in the United States
Marine Corps and in the business world. In this book, you receive a
unique insight into the leadership style of a decorated Marine and
business leader. You'll discover the lessons Medina learned from several
of the U.S. military's most distinguished leaders, as well as how you can
apply these lessons to your business.
The Program - Eric Kapitulik 2019-09-04
Discover the military’s keys to excellent leadership and team building
training The Program: Lessons From Elite Military Units for Creating and
Sustaining High Performing Leaders and Teams offers a hands-on guide
to the winning techniques and tactics of The Program, the acclaimed
team building and leadership development company. Drawing on the
actual experiences of The Program’s instructors from their personal
combat stories to working with world-class athletic teams and successful
my-battlefield-your-office-leadership-lessons-from-the-front-lines

corporations, the book clearly shows how The Program’s training
operations can help to achieve life goals and ambitions. The Program
offers a road map that contains illustrative examples, ideas, and
approaches for improving teammates and leaders at all levels within an
organization of any size or type. Bring your organization to the next level
of success Discover how to hold your leaders and teammates to the
highest standards Understand how accountability increases effectiveness
Learn to communicate effectively This important book explores the
military’s leadership and team building concepts that can be
implemented to ensure an organization creates and sustains performance
that adheres to the highest standards of excellence.
Never Enough - Mike Hayes 2021-02-09
In Never Enough, Mike Hayes—former Commander of SEAL Team
TWO—helps readers apply high-stakes lessons about excellence, agility,
and meaning across their personal and professional lives. Mike Hayes
has lived a lifetime of once-in-a-lifetime experiences. He has been held at
gunpoint and threatened with execution. He’s jumped out of a building
rigged to explode, helped amputate a teammate’s leg, and made
countless split-second life-and-death decisions. He’s written countless
emails to his family, telling them how much he loves them, just in case
those were the last words of his they’d ever read. Outside of the SEALs,
he’s run meetings in the White House Situation Room, negotiated
international arms treaties, and developed high-impact corporate
strategies. Over his many years of leadership, he has always strived to be
better, to contribute more, and to put others first. That’s what makes him
an effective leader, and it’s the quality that he’s identified in all of the
great leaders he’s encountered. That continual striving to lift those
around him has filled Mike’s life with meaning and purpose, has made
him secure in the knowledge that he brings his best to everything he
does, and has made him someone others can rely on. In Never Enough,
Mike Hayes recounts dramatic stories and offers battle- and boardroomtested advice that will motivate readers to do work of value, live lives of
purpose, and stretch themselves to reach their highest potential.
Armor - 1987
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Hearing on National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year
2012 and Oversight of Previously Authorized Programs Before the
Committee on Armed Services, House of Representatives, One
Hundred Twelfth Congress, First Session - United States. Congress.
House. Committee on Armed Services 2011
Victory Principles - Leonard Kloeber 2009-06-01
From a longtime leader in both military and business organizations,
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lessons inspired by World War II history that anyone can use. This
practical book explores seven essential leadership principles that all
successful leaders use, drawing from the compelling story of the Allied
invasion of Normandy. Learn how you can put these same principles to
work today as a leader in your own organization, your community, or
your personal life. Vision Innovation and Learning Capability: People and
Resources Timely Decisions: AIME Decision Model Operating Principles
and Values Resilience Your Team and Team Building
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